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DRIP

DRIP Network is the latest project developed by Forex_Shark and his team. The official token of

the  DRIP Network is  DRIP (BEP-20) on the  Binance Smart blockchain  (BSC) that captures

value by being scarce,  deflationary,  censorship resistant,  and by being built  on a robust,  truly

decentralized blockchain.

The  recommended  exchange  for  trading  DRIP is  the  Fountain contract  which  can  be  found

directly on the platforms website under the "swap" tab, as it allows us to waive the initial 10% tax

on buys and provides the lowest prices and highest liquidity, resulting in less slippage for larger

trades. For other exchanges, such as Pancakeswap, it is recommended to always cross-check the

token address against the  DRIP address provided on  https://drip.community as there are many

scams and fake DRIP tokens currently being listed.

At launch  DRIP can be deposited into  DRIP’s Faucet contract to provide a consistent  1% daily

return (up to 365% of initial principal amount) for participation over time. Additionally, players can

add their  wBNB into the  Reservoir contract to become a permanent liquidity provider for  DRIP

and earn  wBNB rewards indefinitely from multiple dividend streams and income generated from

exchange fees. DRIP is the only deflationary daily ROI token that pays stakers and referrers from a

tax on transactions and not through inflation!

https://drip.community/


Faucet

The DRIP Network’s Faucet is a low-risk, high reward contract that operates similarly to a high 
yield certificate of deposit.

Players can participate by purchasing DRIP from the platform's SWAP page, joining another user’s

DRIP team (10  DRIP minimum requirement)  Depositing  DRIP to the  Faucet contract  earns a

consistent 1% daily return of their DRIP (365% maximum payout) passively.

Players can also compound their  earnings through regular deposits,  rolling rewards as well as

team based referrals. Unlike many other platforms promising a consistent daily % return, Faucet's

contract cannot drain and will ALWAYS be able to provide the DRIP that has been rewarded.

DRIP rewards come from a 10% tax on all  DRIP transactions excluding buys from the platform's

SWAP page. If there is ever a situation where the tax pool is not enough to pay DRIP rewards new

DRIP will be minted to ensure rewards are paid out. Given the ingenious game theory behind the

DRIP network,  the probability  that  the system will  need to mint  new  DRIP to pay rewards is

extremely  low.  Since  DRIP deposited  into  Faucet are  sent  to  a  burn  address  and  DRIP is

constantly  being  locked  in  the  liquidity  pool  through  the  reservoir  contract,  DRIP is  the  only

deflationary daily ROI platform.

The best strategy for  DRIP is to focus on real world adoption by building out your team through

direct referrals, as you will receive bonus rewards from referrals on their deposits and downline

bonuses from players they refer based on the amount of bR34P held in your wallet (see section

titled ‘Buddy Referral System/Reward Structure’  for more information).  By doing so, you will

dramatically accelerate your ROI period and allow your team’s chain to grow out organically. Not

only are players able to passively increase their  DRIP holdings in  Faucet through participation

over time, but Faucet also incentivizes players to participate actively by providing lucrative referral

rewards for holding bR34P in their wallet and building out their team.

There is also an airdrop feature which is a great way to ensure that your account is in positive net

deposit value standing,  give back to your team, and also build up referrals through frequent

giveaways.



Compounding

Faucet's compound mechanism uses your current available DRIP dividends and automatically 

redeposits them into the Faucet contract, compounding your long term earnings by increasing 

your daily cash flow and also by increasing your max payout. We have added a compound interest 

calculator to the platform which will allow you to make a more educated decision and realize the 

power of compound interest! Compounding often and gaining referral bonuses will help keep 

your deposits net positive, allowing you to continue receiving downline referral bonuses!

“The most powerful force in the Universe is compound interest.”

Albert Einstein



Onboarding System

In order to successfully make a deposit into the Faucet staking contract, you will first need to join

someone else’s team by either clicking their referral link or by manually adding their wallet address

into  the  buddy  referral  system (minimum requirement  10  DRIP).   In  order  to  receive  referral

rewards, players must hold  bR34P in their wallet and the depth of the rewards received will be

determined by their individual  bR34P tier requirements. In addition, accounts must have positive

deposit status for direct referral bonus rewards as well. 

A rate sheet is included below for how much bR34P must be held to receive 10% bonus rewards

on deposits from your downline. If an account is not net positive when the player in their downline

deposits, or if they do not hold enough bR34P to receive referral bonuses at that level of downline

or they were the last person to be credited with a referral bonus from that player, the bonus will go

further upline until it hits a player who is eligible for the referral bonuses. Using this round robin

system we have eliminated the incentive for self referring and other bad behaviour which is used to

leech referral systems, while still greatly rewarding team building through referrals! If a player plays

like a solo player, they will not get team based rewards.  Rewards are paid as a direct deposit. This

will directly and immediately enhance longevity of the platform and also promote long term team

building. The bR34P tier requirements for downline referral bonus are as follows:

Downlines
accessible

bR34P in
wallet

1 2

2 3

3 5

4 8

5 13

6 21

7 34

8 55

9 89

10 144

11 233

12 377

13 610

14 987

15 1597



Whale Tax

We have added a whale tax on withdrawals to help hinder whales ability to outpace other 
players in the game, forcing them to kick back some of their rewards to the community and
maintain the sustainability of the project!  The tax goes as follows, and does not apply to 
anyone below these staked holdings.

Threshold Tax %

< 1M 0

>= 1M 5

>= 2M 10

>= 3M 15

>= 4M 20

>= 5M 25

>= 6M 30

>= 7M 35

>= 8M 40

>= 9M 45

>= 10M 50



Reservoir

Reservoir is  The  DRIP  Network’s  solution  for  players  that  want  benefit  from  non-
inflationary  yield  farming  through  adding  liquidity  to  DRIP.  Players  can  participate  by
adding wBNB to the Reservoir contract to earn passive perpetual wBNB rewards, while
also  providing  locked  liquidity  to  the  DRIP ecosystem!  wBNB rewards  are  paid  out
instantly and through a persisting drip protocol from the dividend pool. 

Reservoir helps provide long-term price support and an ever rising potential price floor, as
permanently locked liquidity is added to the  DRIP token on  The Drip Network's swap
exchange. 

Not  only  are  players  able  to  receive  perpetual  wBNB dividends using  Reservoir,  but
Reservoir ensures that the floor of liquidity for  DRIP is hardened, providing permanently
locked liquidity and long-term price support.
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